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Each of the characters has a unique battle music track. This music plays as the player's character is racing and power-ups are being collected. As Kirby is the only character to have three unique battle songs, there are three versions of each song. One version is played when the player is racing against
the computer in Free Ride, another is played in Air Ride when the character jumps into a vehicle or rides on a hoverboard, and one version is played when the player is fighting with the other character in Air Ride or City Trial. Kirby is the only character whose weapons cannot be given a finishing move.
This means that the only way to damage enemies is to hit them with the attacks in the character's basic moveset. Kirby can also teleport, and his best move in battle is Copy Abilities. His special moveset has 18 attacks. Unlike Dedede, he does not have the ability to jump over his opponents. Players
can access the Shop, where the main menu, Checklist, and Options reside. The Checklist can also be accessed from the Recycle Bin, where Kirby's Boost Gauge will fill to a certain level automatically. Boosting is activated when hitting a certain number of Line or Warp Stars while accelerating, which
will give Kirby a burst of speed. The difference between Warp Stars and Line Stars is that Warp Stars are touchable, while Line Stars will only allow the player to rotate the control stick. There are three cycles in the game - 1,000 Warp Stars, 3000 Line Stars, and 6,000 Line Stars. Some Line Stars can be
obtained by grinding fruits or doing the various minigames.
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The player can choose to race with four different characters - Kirby, King Dedede, Meta Knight, and Warthog - and each one will have different cars to race with. The player is also given the options to change the game difficulty and the number of laps to play. Another ability of the genre is the ability to
ride vehicles obtained by defeating opponents in minigames. Kirby has his own vehicle, as can be seen from his neutral colored sprite, and can use it in the first minigame he finds in a level. He can also acquire other vehicles, such as the red Homing Beam from Mario 64. He can also talk to enemies to
receive a part of their vehicles, which is used to obtain a vehicle. This is why the ability to use items and Copy Abilities in Free Ride Mode is needed. Kirby was voiced by an American actor, Brian Morin. Kirby also communicates with the spectators to cheer him on from the stands of Kirby's Air Ride Air.
Kirby plays with the mechanics of an arena-style track and the vehicles can also be trained to be better. Players progress through difficulty levels by earning a certain number of points. Upon completing a level, the player collects several items and a message appears congratulating the player on the
high score. The player earns extra points for collecting items and has the option to reset the game if the level is completed correctly. At the beginning of the game the game shows Kirby struggling on a broomstick, a reference to the Mario Bros. The middle game shows Kirby in a boxing ring, his fists

held aloft as he prepares to defend his title. The final part shows Kirby in a racecourse with an announcer giving the results. 5ec8ef588b
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